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Abstract: The M-table for two power series expansions, one about the origin and the other about infinity, is 
generalized to the non-normal case. It is shown that equal entries appear in square blocks, quadrants or half planes. In 
addition, the continued fractions whose convergents are diagonal or horizontal sequences are constructed. The results 
are based on a transformation that reduces the study of the two-point table to that of the PadC table. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a table of rational functions obtained 
f( ) 2 =a,+a,z+a,z’+ l .- and 
g(z) = -a_,z-’ - a_2z-2 - a_3z-3 - l l 4 
from the two formal power series 
1 (1) 
with complex coefficients a, E Q=, n = 0, + 1, + 2,. . . . It is a generalization of the normal 
M-table [7] for which f(z) and g(z) are such that all the entries in the table are distinct. The 
initial construction was based on continued fractions and required that the Toeplitz determinants 
a n1 a m+l --• a n1-kII 
a,-1 a r?l . . . a nr+n-1 
D = . . 
n1.n . . 
. . 
a m-n %1-,1-I-, . -. %l 
be non-zero for n=O, 1, 2 ,... and m=O, +l, +2 ,... . In particular, a0 # 0 and a_ 1 f 0. In 
this paper we place no restriction on the coefficients of f(z) and g(z). 
In Section 2 we give the definition of the entries in the generalized M-table and a brief 
description of the connection between the M-table for f(z) and g(z), the Pad6 table for f(z) 
and the analogous E-array of Wynn [lo] for g(z). The section concludes with a theorem that 
establishes the existence and uniqueness of the entries in the table. 
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In Section 3 we show the relationship between the M-table for f(z) and g(z) and the M-table 
for the two formal power series 
f’“‘(z) =a_N + cN+$ + a_N+2zz + l l ’ 
and 
giN’(z) = -a_N_lz-1-a_N_2z-2-a_N_3z-3 - 0 l 0 
where N is an integer. 
This is then used in Section 4 to prove that equal entries in the M-table fill either a finite 
dimensional square block, an infinite quadrant, or a half plane. Section 5 deals with continued 
fraction representations of sequences of elements in the two-point Pad6 table. 
Several other two-point tables, and in some cases their block structures, have been studied. 
For example the Colorado table and a table of Laurent-Pad& approximants are considered in [6] 
and [2] respectively, while a table similar to the M-table is dealt with in IS], but only for the 
normal case. In [9] some light is thrown on the block structure of several tables of rational 
approximants, and that of the Chebyshev-PadC table is discussed in [4]. 
2. DeRiIition, existence and uniqueness 
The M-table is a double entry table of rational approximants A& derived from the two 
formalpowerseries(l),with n=O, 1,2 ,... and k=O, +l, f2 ,... .Theposition(n, k)in the 
table, see Fig. 1, dictates not only the degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials of 
A& but also the correspondence of itZn,k with f(z) and g(z) when expanded accordingly. M,,,Q 
is identically zero and the rest of the table is conveniently divided into three sections as shown in 
Fig. 1. In Section I M,,k corresponds only to f(z) and in III only to g(z). In Section II the 
rational approximants correspond to both series. 
fiition 1. For every integer k and every non-negative integer n the (n, k) entry 
M,.,(z) =A,Jz)/B, Jz) . . 
Fig. 1 The A4table. 
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in the M-table for f(z) and g(z) is determined by 
Bl?,k(Z)f(Z) -A&) = O(zn+&) 
Bn,k(z)dz) -An,&(Z) = o-(z&-l) I 
where 
and 
&k(Z) = e &Z’fo 
i=O 
(2 1) . 
(2.2a) 
{k-l 
c QliZi, O<n,(k, k>O, 
i=O 
; 
n-l 
An,k(Z) = ( Z: aiZi9 -n<k<n, (2.2b) 
i=O 
-k-l 
Z 
n+k 
c (YiZi, k< -n<O, k<O 
\ i=O 
and with A,, = 0. These three forms currespond to the approximant being in Sections I, II and 
III respectively. The expression 0( z n + k ) denotes a power series in increasing powers of z 
starting with a term in z”+ k while 0 _ ( z km ‘) denotes a series in decreasing powers of z which 
begins with a term in z&-l. 
The rational function Mn,& = A,,k/Bm,k has several representations Mn,& = A/B. In its re- 
duced form, B is of minimal degree and unique up to a constant factor, though of course in this 
form A and B may not satisfy (2.1). The formulation (2.1) is preferred over 
f-ktn,&=O(Zn+k) and g-Mn,=O_(Zk-“-‘) 
since in the latter Mn & may not exist, as is the case in the Pad6 table as formulated in [l]. If 
j$ # 0 for some choice of Bn &) then 
g - An,&/Bn,& = O:(Zk-"-I). 
In Section 1 this is, in general, not 0_(z2) so the expansion of M,,& corresponds to f(z) only. 
Similarly, in Section III, Mn,& corresponds to g( z ) only. 
The E-array for a series in decreasing powers of z has recently been generalized to the 
non-normal case [3]. It is readily seen that the elements in Section III can be written as 
Mn,&( Z) = E;-k-“‘( z) 
in the same way that the elements in Section I can be expressed as Pad6 approximants for f(z) 
bY 
Mn,&(Z) = ‘n &-1(Z)e 
Hence, the M-table can’be rewritten as in Fig. 2. 
Theorem 2. For each integer k and each non-negative integer n the approximant M,,&( z), as cj~~ed 
in Definition 1, exists and is unique. 
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Fig. 2 
Proof. The result is clearly true for elements in Sections I and III because of known properties of 
the Pad6 table and the E-array. To establish the result for elements in Section II we start with the 
equations (2.1) from which we obtain the following system of n equations in the n + 1 unknowns 
&V &9.-=J& 
fl u n k-n + . . . +&a,=O, 
18 ii R k-n+1 + . . . +&,a,+, =o, 
. 
. 
B nak-1 + . . . +&ak+n_l = 0. 
Each solution &, &,. .., pn determines the corresponding (Ye, (Ye,. . . , a,_ 1 uniquely by virtue of 
(2-I) and so existence is proved. To show uniqueness we assume that 
(n, k) entry in Section II. Then 
M; k = A’, k/B,: k is also an * . 9 
and 
B:,ktZ)( Bn,k(Z)f(Z) - An,k(Z)} = o(Zn+k) 
Bn,k(z)( Bi,k(Z!f tz) - A’,,k(z)) = O(Z”+~). 
Subtraction yields 
B,,,(Z)A’, ,‘(Z) - &(Z)A,,k(t) = ofZn+k]. 
l 
Similarly 
&,k(ZjA;,k(Z) -B; .I &)A,, . &) = &(r”+*-‘; 
ad hence the left hand side is identically zero, implying that M,',(Z) and ~~ k(~) are the same 
since Bn,k( Z)B;,k( Z) # 0. 
. 
3. Related tables 
Results about the M-table are easily established from well known properties of the Pad6 table 
by considering the following set of M-tables. Let N be an integer and AI,‘:’ denote the (n, k) 
l 
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entry in the M-table or the two formal power series 
f'N'(z)=a_N+a_N+1z+a_N+2z2+ me. 
and 
gtN)(z) = -a_~~_/ - &_N_2z-2- a_N_3z-3 - l l ’ . 
We. have the following result. 
Theorem 3. The entries of the M-table for f(z) and g(z) are reIated to those in the M-table for 
ftN)(z) and gfN’(z) by 
l~j~f+N(z)=zN(M,a,k(z)+a_Nz-N+ l =- +a_,Z-'), N&O, 
=zN(Mn.Jz)-a,-a,z...-a_,_,z-N-‘), N<O. 
(3 1) . 
That is, 
and 
B;;)+N(Z) = B,,.,(z) 
AtN) (z) =z n.k+N “( An,k(Z) + (a_NZqN l ‘* +a_$-‘)Bn,,(Z)) 
for N >, 0, or 
AtN) (z) u.k t N =ZN(A,,,k(Z)-(ag+ .** +a-N_iz-N-')B,,k(z)) 
for N \( 0. , 
Proof. For N 2 0 we first note that 
Bn,k(Z)f(N’(z) - ( ZNAn,k(Z) + (a++ l l l +a_lZN-')Bn,k(Z)) 
can be written, after substituting for ftN)(z), as 
ZN(Bn,k(Z)f(Z)-An,k(Z)) = O(zn+k+N). 
Similarly, 
Bn,k(Z)g'N'(Z)-(ZNAn,k(Z)+(a_N+ go. +a_lzN-')B,,,k(z)) =@.(zk+N-1)9 
and hence the correspondence requirements are satisfied. 
It is obvious that the degree of B,!,t!+ N is correct. For A:?+, we see that Definition 1 implies 
that 
A, k(~) = O(Zmin(o*n+k)), 
1 An’&) = O_(Z~~(~~-~*~-~)). , 
(3 2) . 
* 
Also, since 
then 
B,&)(a_N -k ’ - ’ +a_lzN-’ + zyf(z)) 
- L ( _%l,,,,(z) -5- (a__,+ l -- +a_lZN-')Bn,k(z)} =O(zN+k+N)- 
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The first term on the left is O(1) and so the second term is 0( zmintn + k + “.*)). In ad&ion, since 
B,.&)g(z) --An&) = O-(zk-‘L 
it fohows that 
B&z){ -a_N- .- l -a_lzN-l +gtN’(z)] -zNA,.,(z) = O_(Z~+~-‘) 
B,,&)g(N)(z) - (zNA&) + (a_,+ l =a +a_lzN-l)B,,,&)f = O_(zk+“-‘). 
It then follows that, since Bn,&( z)gtN)( 2) = O_( P-l), 
ZNA,,k(t) + (a_,+ l . . +a_,zN-‘)Bm,,(z) = O_(zmax(k+N-l’n-li). 
These re&ts combined with (3.2) establish the correct degree of AkyJ+,( z). The uniqueness of 
M;;)_N( z) then yields (3.1) for N 2 0. 
kre case where N < 0 is most easily dealt with by applying the above to the two formal power 
series 
and 
f( 1 2, = a_+ + a_N+lt + a_N+Zz2 + l l l 
g(z) = -a_N_lt-1 - a_N__2z-2 - a+&-’ + ’ l l 
whose approximants we denote by M,$+N (2). Following the above we find that 
f’- N’(z) =ao-falz+a,z2+ y-m, 
fJFN)(z) = -_a_,~-l - a_2z-2 - a_‘~-’ - . . . . 
Then, b> ke first equation in (3.1) 
M,,&{z) =ZBN( M(fjlk?N(Z) + a_N_lZ-l -b l l l -ki2,ZN) 
which leads to the second equation in (3.1). 
A consequence of ?eorem 3 is that every entry in the M-table is either a Pad6 approximant 
or related to a Pad6 approtiant. The transformation from the pair of series f(z) and g(z) to 
_f’“‘( z) ami gtN’jz) merely raises the staircase border between the two-point approximants and 
the one-point approximants in the M-table_ Specifically, 
zNM,,,(t) + a+ + l l l +a_,zN-’ = Pn(,T!N_l( z), k < n 
where P>rJ( z) denotes a Pad6 approximant for ftN)(z). 
4. Block structure of the M=taMe 
The original definition of the M-table, in which each of the elements is distinct, is a special 
case of the present M-table in which the elements may appear as set out in the following result. 
Theorem 4. if a rationd function R appears more than once in the M-table then the set 
ER= ((n, k), M,., &=R) 
forms a square block. This s&are block may be infinite, in which case it is either a quadrant, with 
n, G n, k, G k or no G n, k < k,, or else a half plane with no < n, where no and k, are fixed 
integers. 
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Proof. We use well known properties of the Pad6 table. Equal entries in the Pad6 table appear in 
a set X which is either 
(1) a finite square block, n, < n < n, + r, k, < k < k, + r, or 
(2) an infinite horizontal strip, 0 < k < k,, n 2 0 (this occurs when f(z) = O( z&o), k, 2 l), or 
(3) an infinite quadrant, n 2 n,, k >, k,, when f(z) is the expansion of a rational function. 
Now let (n, k) and (n’, k’) be two points in the M-table at which the entries are equal to R. 
Choose N large enough so that n < k + N and n’ < k’ + N. Then by (3.1) the Pad6 approxi- 
mants P,‘&,,__,(z) and P,!T!+N_l (z) are equal and are therefore included in a set XtN) of equal 
entries in the Pad6 table of f(N)(z) as described above. The set XtN) overlaps with Section I in 
the M-table for the series ftN)( z) and gtN)( z) in a non-empty set y(N) c X("). Using (3.1) again 
we see that all the entries in the M-table which correspond to Y(N), namely those at (n, k - N) 
where (n, k) E YtN), are equal to R. By letting N increase indefinitely a larger and larger 
portion of ER reappears in sets YtN) with entries P,‘&,(z). Thus, one of the following 
situations occurs. 
(1) If xtN) is a finite square block not adjacent to the n-axis for some N then ER is a square 
block of the same dimension. 
(2) If xtN) is a quadrant not adjacent to the n-axis for some N then ER is likewise a 
quadrant, defined by n, < n, k, < k. 
(3) If xtN) is a quadrant adjacent to the n-axis for all N >, No then ER is the half plane 
defined by n, < n, in which case f(z) and g(z) represent he same rational function. 
(4) If X(N) is a square block adjacent to the n-axis for all N > NO, (the dimension of the block 
increases with N) then ER is the quadrant defined by n, < n, k < k,. 
(5) If xtN) is an infinite strip, (with zero entries), adjacent to the n-axis for all N > NO then 
ER is the quadrant defined by n >, 0, k < k,. 
In the Pad6 table the size of a square block is determined by the excess of correspondence to 
f(z). A similar result for the M-table is the following. 
m-rem 5. Let ER be as defined in Theorem 4 and suppose that M,,J z) is one of the lefi most 
entries in ER’ If, for 0 < r, s < 00, 
B?Jz)f(z) -A&k(z) = o(Z”-+k+r) 
Bn,k(zhdz) -A,,&) = o_(Zk-'-") 
then ER is a square block whose left hand edge extends r units below and s units above (n, k), thus 
giving the block the dimension r + s + 1. If one or both of r and s is infinite then we have a lower 
quadrant, an upper quadrant, or both. In the latter case the quadrants join to form a half plane. 
Proof. From (2.1) it follows that 
and 
If both r and s are finite vtie take N so large that the element M,$+_,__, at (n, k + N - s) is in 
ItN), the first sector in the M-table for ftN) and gtN). The expected correspondence to ftN)(z) at 
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that pc:; _ k 6‘( s” - k + N-s)9 which is r + s terms less than the actual correspondence 0( z “+‘+ N+ ‘). 
By Padi _re~~y, the corresponding square block has dimension r + s + 1 since the &nent at 
(n, k + N - s) is the north west corner of the block. The remaining cases where one or both of r 
and s are infinire sre trivial. 
The following example illustrates the above theory. 
Let 
and 
f(z) = E z*i = (I- z*)-1, Izl4 
j=O 
g(*) = - E z-*i-2 = (I- z”>-1, 121 >l. 
j=O 
Then 
M0,Jz) = M,,,(z) = M,,, -A4 = J&k-AZ) 
=1+z2+...+z2” 
fork=l,2,3 ,..., and 
M,,,(z) = MI *k(Z) . = MO.Zk-A=) = n-4 *k-AZ) . 
2 4 = -_z -_t _ . . . -_z -2k 
fork=O, -1, -2 ,... . Every other element equals (1 - z’)- ‘. Hence we have square blocks of 
order two adjacent to n = 0 and the half plane n 2 2 as the block of entries equal to (1 - z*)- l. 
5. continued fractions 
For k fixed the sequence of entries M,,,,,(z)); are the consecutive entries on a diagonal of 
the M-table. The consecutive distinct entries in this sequence are the approximants of a 
continued fraction obtained as follows. 
For k 2 1 the diagonal lies in the lower half of the Pad6 table for f(z) and the continued 
fraction is a P-fraction [5] of the form 
1 1 1 
b,(z) + b,(z) + b3(z) + . . . 
in which the b,(z) are polynomials in z- l. 
For k < 0 we have, in the notation of Theorem 3, 
P,‘.‘,-“‘(z) = M;“,-,k,‘(z) = zl-& . 1 M n,&+n + Q&_lZk-’ + l * l +a_$-‘) 
for the formal power series 
f (l-k) z = ( ) a&__1 + a&z + a&+$‘+ . m ’ 
and 
,P ‘lmk’( z) = -a&_2z-1 - a&_jz-2 - ak_Jzm3 - - ’ - ~ 
The consecutive distinct Pad6 approximants in the sequence P,‘.‘,-“I( z), n = 0, 1, 2,. . . are the 
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consecutive aPProximants af a P-fraction +-I + KF=,(l/k+( 2)). Hence the distinct members of 
the sequence A&+,,(z) are the approximants of 
-akzk- l s= --Q 
p-1 
z-l_t_ 1 1 _ ._, 
-1 b,(z) + b2(z) + b3(z) + . . . 
where the hi(z) are the Partial denominators of the P-fraction for the series f” -k)(z). 
We now turn to the coq tinued fractions for horizontal sequences of entries in the M-table. 
They are related to the cant- mued fractions for the diagonals of the two-point Colorado table for 
the two formal power seriek 
L(Z) = a,z + aI2 2 + a2Z3 + . . . 
and 
L*(Z) = -a_1 - a 2z-1 - a_3z-2 - . . . , 
see [6]. 
Define the PoIYnomiaIs @m ,J z) and Q,&z) by 
Qn,.t,(z)L(z) - %‘“(z) = o(z*) . 
and 
Qm,n(z)L*(~) - s, “(z) = o_( z~~~~~~~‘-~) 
where r = [$(m + * + 2)1 at&d ; = I$( m + n + I)]. Thus r + s = m + n + 1, the number of availa- 
ble parameters in the poly% ortrials 
r=n+l, s=n, we have 
P,,,(z) and QJz). In particular, when m = n and hence 
I 40 -+ . . . +4,zy aoZ + a1z2 + l l l 1 ( - p. + l l l +p,z”) = O(Z”+l). 
Thus pO = 0 and division bb z yields 
(q0+ l -• +4nZn)(ao+alz+ l *= ) - ( p1 + l l l +p,,zn-1) = O(z”) 
and 
(4 .z”+ l ** +40) ( -a_lz-l - a_,zm2 - 
1 = L 1. 
Using Definition 1, there fore, 
An,o(z) = ‘n,n(‘)/, =pl. + ’ n ’ +pnZnwl 
and 
B,,*(Z) = Q”,n(zh = 40 + q,z + * l l +qnzn. 
It follows that the en@’ M% &) for the two series f(z) and g(z) is equal to P’&)/zQ,Jz), 
where Pn,n(z)/Qn,,,(Z) is th ’ d’ e iagonal Colorado approximant for L(z) and L*(Z). 
The successive distinct eb tries 
of the form 
P,,,( z)/Q,,,,( Z) are the approximants of a continued fraction 
+l+‘o d2zuo+r*+l d zU,+fZ+~I 
Pt,+u,+l(d + vI,+,,+l(Z) + h:+u,tl(z! + . l * i 
where P~+~+~(z) is a polyn ontial of degree t + u + 1 and the d’s are non-zero constants. The 
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non-negative integers t, and u, are the excess of correspondence of 
L*(z) respectively. That is 
Qm.,(L)L(d -F,&) = O(~n’l+fn) 
and 
Qm,,( z)L’(z) - Pn,,( 2) = O_( z-“+ 
The continued fraction whose convergents are the distinct members of the sequence ( Il.Z,J z)); 
is therefore of the above form but with @‘o as the first partial numerator. 
For k f 0 we apply Theorem 3 in which we set N = -k and find that 
a, + alz + k-l 
IM,,,( z) = z”M#$)y z) + 
l l l +a,_,z , k > 0, 
-akzk-aak+lzk-l- . . . -a_lz-‘, k < 0, 
where the entries M,$ik)( ) z are those on the central row of the M-table for 
f(-““( z) = ak + ak+lz + l l l 
and 
g (-k) z = ( ) -ak-lZ 
-1 
- ak-2z -2_ 1.. . 
The consecutive distinct Mn,Jz), n = 0, 1, 2, are therefore the approximants of the continued 
fraction 
a,+ 9 l l +a,_,z k-l + dlZ’o+k dzz”o+h+l 
-_akzk - . . . -a_lz-l Pt,+u,+l(4 + P*,+u,+rW + --- 
In the normal case these continued fractions reduce to M fractions [7]. 
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